KORI AMPHIBIOUS UNDERCARRIAGE....

Kori pontoons are suitable for mounting any upper structure, providing the upper, including standard travel controls, hydraulic swivel, mounting ring, travel motors and brakes, less counterweight, does not exceed 28,000 lbs. (12,600 kilos). Even with that amount of weight mounted on the Kori pontoons, the machine is completely amphibious and self-supporting in water.

Caterpillar 225 Hydraulic Backhoe upper mounted on Kori pontoons.

Bucyrus-Erie 300-H Hydraulic Backhoe upper mounted on Kori pontoons.
U.S.S. COR-TEN, a steel having 5 to 8 times the atmospheric corrosion resistance of A-36 structural steel.

Large diameter roller chain with hardened steel sprockets.

Marine alloy aluminum cleats.

Hydrostatic drive utilizing standard travel motor and brake from your upper mated to Funk planetary gear box with speeds of 1.5 to 2.0 m.p.h. (2.4 km/h to 3.2 km/h).

Low coefficient of friction rub and wiper pads.
Pontoons are flanged for easy disassembling to allow for convenient shipment.

Bearing supports with bronze bushings and screw type positive track adjustment.

Wide track stance offers added stability.

**DIMENSIONS**

For further information, contact:

KORT CORPORATION

POST OFFICE BOX 51387
LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA 70505 U.S.A.
(318) 235-1715
TWX 510-975-5013
EQUIPMENT RENTAL
KORI CORPORATION supports both PIPELINE and OILFIELD CONSTRUCTION thru the application of their PATENTED HYDRAULIC TRACK DRIVEN AMPHIBIOUS UNDERCARRIAGE with construction machinery upper. On marsh and swamp it exerts less than 1.4 lbs. per square inch ground pressure. On water...IT FLOATS, thereby eliminating the necessity to build bridges or block canals.

SUB-CONTRACTOR
KORI MACHINES are used by PIPELINE CONTRACTORS AND GENERAL OIL FIELD CONTRACTORS for construction in marsh and swamp. The increased mobility of the hydraulic driven tracks with the amphibious undercarriage and conventional construction machinery upper offer an unbeatable combination. A large inventory of various machines is available for right-of-way clearing, ditching, backfilling, dredging, pile-driving, surveying, seismic work and general inspections in the soft terrain of marsh and swamp.

GENERAL OILFIELD CONTRACTOR
KORI CORPORATION services the Gulf Coast area's petroleum exploration, production, and transportation industry with proprietary equipment and personnel. Kori is centrally located at 756 Peters Road in Harvey, Louisiana with docking facilities on the Harvey Canal. Kori can respond to your needs via water or over the road transportation.
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